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Abstract
With a wide range of identity assurance frameworks to choose from, the most appropriate choice of assurance
profile for a use case (one that meets both the risk assessment and the social and community context in which
the assurance is needed) may be viewed as confusing. The choice of Cappuccino or Espresso from the REFEDS
Assurance Framework, Assam from the AARC social media assurance, Birch and Dogwood from the
Interoperable Global Trust Federation, Silver and Bronze from InCommon, and Levels 1 through 4 from both
Kantara and NIST SP800-63 – all of these merit a policy mapping and comparison framework. In this whitepaper,
we identify the implicit trust assumptions (in research and collaboration frameworks, the R&E identity federations,
general private sector frameworks and e-government schemes) and present a way of comparing these
frameworks.
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Introd
ductio
on
A wide variety of id
dentity assu
urance fram
meworks (“IA
AFs”) has em
merged oveer the past decades
d
from a rrange of diffferent back
kgrounds: e--governmen
nt, commerc
ce, bankingg, academia
a in
generall, or researcch and colla
aboration in particular. These fram
meworks havve subsequ
uently
evolved
d, in both co
onvergent and complem
mentary dire
ections – re
eflecting chooices in identity risk
manage
ement, inten
nded breadth or reach of the spec
cifications, intended auudience, and
d the
implicit coherency (or lack the
ereof) within
n these target audience
es.
The ressult after a few
f
decades
s is a multittude of assu
urance fram
meworks, annd many ass
surance
profiles (also often called assu
urance leve
els) within th
hem. For the uncommittted, it has become
a comp
plex and dau
unting space with whicch to engage
e. And for th
hose lookin g for interoperation
between services and
a infrastrructures relyying on diffe
erent framew
works, the rrequisite po
olicy
mapping exercisess are complex.
In this w
whitepaper we compare the two m
main IAFs from the fede
erated reseaarch collabo
oration
domain (the REFE
EDS Assurance Framew
work, RAF, and the Intteroperable Global Trust
Federattion, IGTF) – both of which
w
have fformed the basis for the AARC Guuideline on the
exchange of specific assuranc
ce informatition between
n Infrastructures (AAR
RC-G021), with
w the
Kantara
a Identity Asssurance Frramework ( KIAF-1420, which mos
st closely reelated to version 2
of NIST
T SP800-63) and with the eIDAS a
assurance le
evels.
This pa
aper should be conside
ered as a no
on-normativ
ve, explanatory documeent, providin
ng
context to the AAR
RC-G021 gu
uideline. The
e work here
e does neith
her replace nor augment the
G021 guideline, bu
ut is meant to elucidate
e the concepts of assurrance and iddentity vetting in
the context of the risk
r
appreciation of the
e federated research an
nd collaboraation
infrastru
uctures.

On co
ontex
xt and miss
sing ‘b
bread crumbs’
The suite of assura
ance framew
works revie
ewed revealls two basic
c variants. O
On the one hand,
framew
works such as
a NIST SP800-63, Ka
antara IAF 1420, and eIDAS aim too include all
relevant aspects of identity as
ssurance, in
ncluding the
e management and orgganisation of
o the
a
On the othe
er hand, we
e find frame
eworks whosse focus inc
cludes
credenttial issuing authorities.
all components of assurance, but where the organis
sational context in whicch they are
evaluated is impliccitly assume
ed, to a grea
ater or lesse
er extent. This assumpption allows these
framew
works to be more
m
compa
act, and he nce more easily
e
adoptable within their targett
constitu
uency.

dominantly moved to separating id
dentity assuurance into
Recent frameworks have pred
uent components, of which the sep
paration of managerial and organ isational ele
ements
constitu
is one e
example. Th
he pioneerin
ng IETF Ve ctors of Tru
ust work [RF
FC8485] byy Richer and
d
Johansson proposses the same for the ide
entity asserrtions eleme
ents (presennting these as
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Identity Proofing, Primary Credential Usage, Primary Credential Management, and Assertion
Presentation). NIST SP800-63rev3 achieves the same with a broader set of components,
and the REFEDS RAF framework follows the same model.
The separation of assurance into individual components, distinct from organisational context,
has been taken to its ultimate conclusion in a framework such as REFEDS RAF, where
technology choices within the R&E federations, in particular the use of SAML2, lead to
completely separating off the authentication assurance from all other assurance components
(“The assurance of authentication is not covered by this specification”) [RAF], instead opting
to place these in independent specifications (“REFEDS SFA” and “MFA”). As such, the
REFEDS RAF reflects specific community choices to enable trust in the “assertions made by
the Identity Providers and their back-end Credential Service Providers”. The assurance
profiles that group appropriate elements together are then provided to serve relying parties
(RPs) seeking for simplicity (although these profiles do not extend to the authentication
assurance elements that had been separated out).
The Assurance Profiles of the Interoperable Global Trust Federation [IGTF] are not formally
separated into distinct components. Instead, they present a more direct reflection of the risk
management model and assurance use cases of the stakeholders in the research and
collaboration e-Infrastructures, in particular driven by the global consortia of RPs more than
by identity providers. The result is twofold: a focus on matching the risk profile(s) of the RPs,
addressing those elements of assurance that must be taken care of by the identity providers
(the push coming here from the RPs to which identity providers have to comply); and on
exclusively using profiles to express assurance (putting the onus on the identity provider to
construct self-consistent bundles of assurance components as a prerequisite for
participation).

Both REFEDS RAF and the IGTF profit from their implicit organisational background and the
evolutionary development of trust within their constituencies. Both arise from communities
whose (human) core of trust providers and assessors is relatively small (75-125 people
each, i.e., well below Dunbar’s number), and both have evolved gradually from within a
constituency where organisational and managerial controls have been externally provided
(e.g. through joint endeavours with a level of semi-hierarchical coordination in the case of
REFEDS, and in a context of global research and infrastructure consortia bound together
through agreements broader than identity management in the case of the IGTF).
In addition, because of its direct engagement with the majority of its credential service
providers and their internal coherency, the IGTF can leverage the peer-review methodology
to facilitate compliance assessments. The assurance assessment process [IGTF-SA,
GFD.169] and its peer-review and scrutiny process, providing transparency towards RPs,
are adequate safeguards within the RP risk envelope.
Both REFEDS and IGTF also benefit both from being frameworks targeted mainly at public
sector participants. Many assumptions underlie ‘being a public sector body’, including
matters related to liability or insurance (for example, it is more common to have the ability to
be self-insured), and for bodies to self-accommodate residual risk coming from third-party
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interacttions - as a result such elements d
do not featu
ure at all in the
t REFED S and IGTF
F
framew
works.

works such as Kantara IAF-1420 a
and eIDAS cannot leve
erage such implicit trus
st. By
Framew
necessity, their frameworks ha
ave to inclu
ude all pertin
nent organis
sational andd managerial
controlss, and provide them in a way that permits extternal audito
ors to makee definite
stateme
ents of compliance. They are thuss far more elaborate,
e
to
o the extent that this prresents
a significant burden to adoptio
on within tho
ose commu
unities wherre partial im
mplicit trust already
a
exists. F
For example, the level of adoption
n of the InCommon Silv
ver assurannce profile [INCSilver], defined in terms
t
of NIS
ST SP800-6
63rev1 LoA
A 2, to which
h initially on e, then zero
o
federate
ed identity providers
p
signed up, prrovides a ca
ase in pointt. Yet, in lesss homogen
neous
and larg
ger communities, audittable complleteness, co
omplemente
ed by enforccement processes,
is custo
omarily seen
n as the onlly mechanissm for ‘scalable’ trust. Thus,
T
thesee framework
ks have
to be co
omplete and
d self-consistent: omittting requisite elements would leavve the door open
for unprredictable behaviour
b
which
w
would not be tolerable in a peer-reviewe
p
ed transparrent
community, but tha
at might rem
main undete
ected for a long time in a communnity that leve
erages
auditab
ble complian
nce stateme
ents.

The disstinction between these
e two appro aches can be viewed in two wayss: either the
stakeho
older community frame
eworks (IGT
TF, REFEDS
S RAF), hav
ve ‘lost the ttrail of
breadcrrumbs’ – the
e many dec
cisionsthat l ead them frrom their initial state too their current state
of partia
ally implicit trust -, or else their wo
ork on identity assuranc
ce framewoork emerged
d late
(later) in
n their colla
aboration life
e time, at a point in wh
hich partial implicit trustt had alread
dy been
establisshed through different mechanism
m
ms.
Having performed an (implicit) risk assesssment once
e, there is a further riskk of diverge
ence as
assump
ptions regarrding the as
ssurance fra
amework an
nd its domain of applicaability are
internalised by the community
y. This is ap
pparent in e.g. the multtitude of asssurance
framew
works in national R&E fe
ederations, on which REFEDS
R
RA
AF now atteempts to impose a
more co
oherent global approac
ch.

Selec
cting Assur
A
rance
e Fram
meworrks
Having an approacch to identity assurance
e that partia
ally leverages implicit uunderstandiings
within a stakeholde
er community may be a
an appropriiate way of addressing identified trust
and riskk managem
ment issues. Both REFE
EDS RAF and the IGTF
F infrastructture assura
ance
profiles have the great benefitt of simplicitty, and are more easily
y understoood and adop
pted by
participants in the (federated) research a
and academ
mic commun
nity. Each shhould be us
sed
within itts proper sccope: REFE
EDS RAF (a
and the com
mplementary
y REFEDS S
SFA and MFA
M
authenttication assurance specifications tthat concep
ptually form a bundle) foor identity
provide
ers whose sccope and purpose valu
ue broad ad
doption and feasibility ffrom an insttitutional
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standpoint. The IGTF profiles, and the infrastructure interoperability profiles of AARC-G021,
for meeting the risk profile of (global) research and collaboration Infrastructures.
The Kantara IAF1420 is by far the most comprehensive of schemes, extending NIST SP80063 to both a more multinational character and broader domain of applicability, and as such
provides the best basis for performing a ‘gap analysis’ looking for the ‘lost breadcrumbs’ in
other frameworks. A scheme like eIDAS, focussing on a subset of countries (EU only) and a
more restricted domain (e-government applications and citizen interaction) falls somewhere
in between.

Regardless of the approach chosen, the assurance ‘landscape’ is now dotted with many
frameworks, and those presented with this rather wide range of options are often daunted by
the choice facing them. Within the scope of research and collaboration, the continued
preference is for concise frameworks that focus on simplicity, since in the majority of cases
that facilitates wide adoption, and the risk incurred by relying on implicit trust and
assumptions is minor. Yet it is important to realise that the resulting trust, whilst acceptable
within a ‘non-profit’, public sector academic and research environment, is circumscribed by
the limits of its constituency, and should not be applied outside of that domain without a full
understanding of the risks incurred.
As a basis for the assurance profile comparison presented here, we selected the identity
proofing elements of the REFEDS RAF profiles. The reasons for choosing RAF are its
concise representation, and the use of the assurance ‘vectors’: ID uniqueness, ID proofing
and vetting, and attribute freshness.
The comparison with the IGTF Authentication Assurance readily indicates that for research
and collaboration infrastructures the basic RAF framework is not sufficient, as elements
regarding operational security and credential management are lacking. We have thus
discretionarily recombined the RAF profiles “Cappuccino” and “Espresso” with the most
appropriate authentication assurance profiles, REFEDS SFA and MFA, respectively.
Still, the elements on site security, assessment (“audit”), and transparency that feature
prominently in the IGTF framework (and are emphasises via different mechanisms in
Kantara IAF1420 and eIDAS) are absent from the REFEDS RAF framework. This reflects
the context of REFEDS RAF (it is to be used primarily within the context of the eduGAIN
R&E federation service) and the current lack of transparency down to the credential service
provider level within R&E federations. Yet this does not mean that RAF would be
inappropriate to serve as the basis for the assurance model comparison – it only indicates
that RAF, more than the other frameworks, has to be considered within its proper and more
elaborate ecosystem.
More generalised comparisons and a gap analysis of assurance frameworks (potentially
including visualisations and interactive tools to facilitate a comparison) are more properly left
to a future investigation.
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Graph
hical repre
esenta
ations
s of as
ssura
ance
The cha
arts presentted below provide
p
high
h-level repre
esentations of the struccture and re
elative
complexxity of the 4 identity as
ssurance fra
ameworks discussed
d
in
n the precedding chapte
ers.
Each fra
amework de
escribes a set
s of requirrements ea
ach of which
h must be fuulfilled by th
he
issuing body for the assured identity to co
omply with a specific assurance
a
leevel within the
t
particular framewo
ork. The diag
grams do n
not indicate what the re
equirementss mean, only
y that
there iss a specifica
ation that must be appl ied within th
he compone
ent category
ry, indicated
d by the
title of the text box element. Similarly,
S
a l arge numbe
er of require
ements doees not neces
ssarily
imply th
he difficulty or otherwise of fulfilling
g the speciffication for the
t componnent in ques
stion.
Rather, the diagram
ms aim to provide
p
a co
ommon reprresentationa
al frameworrk with whic
ch to
better u
understand and compare the assu
urance frameworks.

4.1. Descrip
ption off representational elem
ments u
used
Dashed
d lines link common
c
req
quirements for a speciffied assuran
nce level. T
These generally run
verticallly within dia
agram cross
sing horizon
ntal grey ba
ars which represent reqquirement
stateme
ents. The size and pos
sition of the bars indicate to which assurance levels a pa
articular
stateme
ent applies. Requireme
ents bars arre grouped together in boxes, eacch of which is
annotatted with the
e title of the componentt of assuran
nce, taken frrom the fram
mework tex
xt.

Figure 4-1: Representatio
on of assuranc
ce requiremen
nt statements

For exa
ample, Figure 4-1 (take
en from Erro
or! Referen
nce source not found
d.) represents 2
separatte requirement stateme
ents applied
d across assurance pro
ofiles, withinn the compo
onent of
“Manag
gement of credentials”. The first sttatement, re
epresented as two greyy bars on th
he same
horizontal level, ap
pplies to the
e leftmost an
nd rightmos
st assurance profiles, rrepresented
d by the
vertical dashed line
es. The sec
cond require
ement appliies only to the 2 centraal assurance
e
profiles.
Where a common set, comprising more tthan two req
quirements statementss, is to be applied,
they are
e represented as a sing
gle, broade
er rectangle with the ap
ppropriate n umber show
wn at
the left edge. Figurre 4-2 below
w shows wh
here 3 comm
mon require
ements musst be met on
n all 3
ance profiles.
interseccting assura

Fi
Figure
4-2: Rep
presentation o
of multiple com
mmon requirem
ment statemennts
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Diagram
ms such as these are always
a
goin
ng to be an approximat
a
e representtation of the
e
complexxity of sepa
aration of re
equirementss across mo
ore complex
x profile leveels. Three further
represe
entations are
e used to in
ndicate that the diagram
m is attempting to conccisely represent
what is,, in fact, a complex
c
sett of stateme
ents. These are illustratted in the exxamples be
elow.

Figurre 4-3: Variatio
ons of requirem
ment represen
ntation

In Figurre 4-3 (take
en from Figu
ure 4-7), the
e first (thin bar)
b requirement statem
ment is app
plied to
the leftm
most profile
e. However, in addition,, the presen
nce of a has
shed bar, onn the same
horizontal level, ap
pplied to the
e central pro
ofile, indicattes that a re
equirement statement,
controlling the sam
me assuranc
ce compone
ent, but with
h additional restrictionss, is to be applied
in this ccategory.
Finally, the presence of an op
pen, unfilled
d bar, on the
e rightmost profile in Fi gure 4-3 ind
dicates
that thiss requireme
ent must not be applied
d to this profile. In gene
eral, there iss variation as
a to
how the
ese hashed ‘modifier’ bars
b
are app
plied and th
he reader sh
hould refer tto the assurance
texts for clarificatio
on in these areas.
a
Finally, Figure 4-4 represents 2 assurancce profiles (the
(
vertical dashed linees) for both
h of
which a
alternate paths of either 4 or 2 req uirement sttatements must
m
be fulfiilled for the
compon
nent specificcation Subject Key Pa ir Generatio
on.

Figure 4-4: Allternate requirrement choices
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4.2. IGTF Levels of Authentication Assurance
The Interoperable Global Trust Federation (https://www.igtf.net/ ) publishes an assurance
framework specifying requirements for 4 assurance levels: ASPEN, BIRCH, CEDAR and
DOGWOOD. The IGTF website introduces these profiles as describing -

“… In terms of a single
linear scale, relying parties
have often considered
authorities compliant with
ASPEN (PKI
implementation: SLCS),
BIRCH (PKI
implementation: MICS), or
CEDAR (PKI
implementation: Classic
Secured) to be similar in
terms of assurance level,
and authorities compliant
with DOGWOOD (PKI
implementation: IOTA) to
be different. In this
document, several aspects
are separated and relying
parties may find more finegrained controls.”

BIRCH

CEDAR

DOGWOOD

SLCS

MICS

Classic

IOTA

Identity requirements
Operational requirements

In the diagram below, each of the
4 profiles is associated, by the
vertical dashed-lines with a set of
requirements under the given
headings, taken from the
framework text. At the lower end of
the dashed lines the corresponding
4 PKI Implementation Names are
given –

ASPEN

Makes statements on ……………………………………………………..

“… a technology-agnostic
assurance level that
represent the IGTF
consensus on achievable
trustworthy authentication
seen from both the relying
party point of view as well
as being a feasible level for
identity service providers to
achieve for a variety of
scenarios.”

Figure 4-5 IGTF Levels of authentication assurance
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4.3. REFEDS Assurance Framework
As discussed in the preceding chapters, the
REFEDS Assurance Framework adopts a
different approach to assurance specification,
and this is reflected in the resulting diagram
(Error! Reference source not found.). Three
component attibutes of identifier uniqueness,
id-proofing and attribute quality and freshness
are combined with an external specification for
authentication strength (REFEDS
Authentication Profile being one of
https://refeds.org/profile/sfa or
https://refeds.org/profile/mfa).
In order to “serve the RPs seeking for
simplicity” (as stated in section 4 of the
REFEDS Assurance Framework Wiki page1),
these components can be combined to form
named profiles Cappuccino and Espresso.
The RAF specification, in itself, makes no
statements to requirements which must be
fulfilled for Id-proofing ‘levels’ – Low, Medium
and High. Rather, the specification explicitly
references relevant component sections in the
IGTF, eIDAS and Kantara frameworks. This
relationship is shown in Figure 5-1.






eduPerson ‐ eduPersonUniqueId
OASIS SAML ‐ persistent name id
OASIS SIA ‐ subject‐id or pairwise‐id
OIDC ‐ sub (type: public or pairwise)



eduPerson ‐ eduPersonPrincipalName

single natural person
CSP can contact

no‐reassign

reassign‐1y

identifier never reassigned

Low

High

Medium

1 month

1 day

4.4. Kantara Identity
Assurance Framework
The diagram of the Kantara Identity Assurance
Framework (shown below in figure 4-8)
represents just one part – the Operational
Service Assessment Criteria (KIAF-1420) – of
the Kantara Initiative’s
(https://kantarainitiative.org) comprehensive
Identity Assurance Framework. Detailed
specifications governing assessment and
assessor qualifications for other, substantial
elements.

1

Cappuccino

Espresso

Single factor

Multi factor

Figure 4-6 REFEDS assurance framework

https://wiki.refeds.org/display/ASS/REFEDS+Assurance+Framework+ver+1.0)
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The diagram Figure 4-7 shows how the four defined Kantara assurance levels (labelled 1
to 4) are specified.
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Kantara Identity Assurance Framework: ‐ KIAF‐1420 (OP‐SAC)

1

2

3

4

4

6

4
5

7

2

5

4

3

2

3
6
3
4

5

3

3

5
5

3

3
4
3

4

7

9

9

4

3
3

Figure 4-7: Kantara Assurance framework
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4.5. eIDAS assurance framework
Regulation (EU) No 910/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 July 2014
on electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market
(http://data.europa.eu/eli/reg/2014/910/oj), requires (Art 8.3) that “minimum technical
specifications, standards and procedures with reference to which assurance levels low,
substantial and high are specified”. These technical specifications are defined in Regulation
2015/1502 (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg_impl/2015/1502/oj) and this has been used to
generate the diagram below.

Low

Substantial

High

3

3

5
3
3
3

2
4

5

Low

Substantial

High

Figure 4-8: eIDAS assurance framework
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Comp
paring
g assu
uranc
ce fram
mewo
orks
As desccribed in chapters 2 an
nd 3 above tthe assuran
nce frameworks describbed in this
docume
ent display differences
d
related to ttheir origins
s, target aud
dience and aapplicability
y within
an audiences’ dom
main of imple
ementation . The diagra
ams in chap
pter 4 providde a reference
against which both
h the overall structure a
and the rela
ative comple
exity of the iindividual
framew
works might be judged. Again, as d
described above, it is clear
c
that Kaantara KIAF
F-1420
provide
es the most ‘comprehen
nsive’ frame
ework – at least in term
ms of numbeers of comp
ponent
requirem
ments. eIDA
AS technica
al specificattions, with narrower
n
scope and fouundation on
n the
regulato
ory framewo
ork, appearrs, in comple
exity of imp
plementation
n, between Kantara an
nd the
‘simplerr’ IGTF. The
e latter bein
ng able to le
everage ass
sumptions about
a
the rissk profiles of
o the
relying parties and credential provider org
ganisations
s by which the framewoork is implemented.
The RA
AF appears, by this ana
alysis, some
ewhat of a ‘hybrid’ fram
mework, thiss being explicit in
ng components. This relationship
is shown in
its use o
of the otherr framework
ks’ Id-proofin
r
n Figure
4-1 whe
ere the RAF
F Id-proofing
g specificattions of Low
w, Medium and
a High forrm the centtre of a
‘spaghe
etti’ overlay linking the RAF speciffication to th
he relevant, external, K
KIAF, eIDAS
S and
IGTF fra
amework elements.

Figure 5--1: Comparing
g assurance fra
ameworks

For exa
ample, the RAF
R
Medium
m Id-Proofin
ng specifica
ation could be
b fulfilled bby complian
nce to
any of




either of the
e highlighte
ed IGTF BIR
RCH or CED
DAR profile elements uunder ‘Identtity and
Operationa
al Requirements’ or
KIAF LoA 2 ‘Identity-proofing Req
quirements’ and ‘Crede
ential Deliveery and
Renewal/R
Re-issuance Procedure s’ or
eIDAS LoA
A Low ‘ID Prroofing and Verification
n for a Natural Person’ and ‘Issuan
nce,
delivery and activiation
n’ and ‘Ren ewal and re
eplacement’
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The RAF framework thus provides an explicit ‘equivalence’ between the Id-proofing
requirements of the 3 profiles, as shown in the diagram, and at least as far as the RAF
authors’ analysis. This is a single component of what can be seen is a much larger, complex
landscape. As mentioned above more generalised comparison and gap analysis must be left
for future investigation.
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